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Where do people live?
There are 7 billion people in the world today. 
Of the maps below, which one do you think shows best where they live 
in the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia?
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What is the average life expectancy 
at birth in the world today?
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Extreme Poverty

"The number of people in extreme poverty 
has never been larger than it is now." 
True or false?



How many children will there be in 2100?

Billion Children
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In 1950 there were fewer than one billion children (aged 0-14) in the world. 
By 2000 there were almost two billion. 
How many do UN experts think there will be in 2100?

?

Source: http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/unpp/panel_indicators.htm
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What are the correct answers?

How well did we do?



Where do people live?
There are 7 billion people in the world today. 
Of the maps below, which one do you think shows best where they live 
in the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia?
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Where do people live?
There are 7 billion people in the world today. 
Of the maps below, which one do you think shows best where they live 
in the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia?
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Where do people live? 
— RESULTS

How good is 26%? 

We need a benchmark
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Where do people live? 
— RESULTS

33%



What is the average life expectancy 
at birth in the world today?
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What is the average life expectancy 
at birth in the world today?  
— RESULTS
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Extreme Poverty

"The number of people in extreme poverty 
has never been larger than it is now." 
True or false?
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Extreme Poverty — RESULTS

"The number of people in extreme poverty 
has never been larger than it is now." 
True or false?

68%

32%

USA, 2016, n=983 excl. Respondents who refused to answer

USA



How many children will there be in 2100?

Billion Children
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In 1950 there were fewer than one billion children (aged 0-14) in the world. 
By 2000 there were almost two billion. 
How many do UN experts think there will be in 2100?
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The UN experts expect two billion children in year 2100, much the same as in 
2000. The total number of children in the world is no longer increasing. We have 
reached ”Peak Child”. Gapminder’s public knowledge surveys show that very few 
people are aware of this. It is extremely important to know this in order to 
understand why the world population is expected to stop growing.
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How many children will there be in 2100?
— RESULTS



Preconceived ideas

People score worse than random because of preconceived ideas

How do pre-conceived ideas come into existence?



Outdated worldviews from primary education

Preconceived ideas

Our world views maybe be based on facts we learned 
in primary school but the world is changing! 

We were taught a world view that was before, not how to build one.



Brains are biased towards survival, not fact based world views

Preconceived ideas

Human nature → cognitive biases/human instincts. 
We look for potential danger, we want to know the extraordinary and jump to conclusions. 

Through evolution our brain is optimised towards survival, not towards fact based world views.



Media amplifies our biases

Preconceived ideas

Instincts are amplified by media. But is not their fault! 
We crave for fat, sugar and drama 

and the media thus serves us the dangers and extraordinary events. 

How to solve this?





Anna

Hans

Ola

Fernanda

Angie

Jasper

fighting the devastating ignorance 
with a fact-based world view 

that everyone can understand



the lovely calm and relaxed feeling you get 
when you know your worldview is based on facts

Factfulness
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The tendency currently 
is towards fact-checking 
and fighting fake news.

http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/based-on-a-true-true-story/
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/based-on-a-true-true-story/




Fighting our instincts

Factfulness

As opposed to facts from the news, 
facts from statistics are selected to be representative for the total population. 

So they also include things that are not exceptions or bad. 
Therefore they will almost always be better than the image in the media.



online version here 

http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/


online version here 

http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/
http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/


Watch the video: Swine flu alert! News/Death ratio: 8176 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8bUtbODV-Q
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Education is key

We should not rely on media to spread this, instead we focus on education. 
We should educate media-logic starting in primary schools, to prevent drama-obesity. 

We should teach how to be aware of our biases. 
That way we can equip ourselves to build our own fact-based world view.



Communicate correctly

Factfulness

Do not simplify your story too much. 
Instead challenge people to understand the complexity of your field. They’ll love it!



Choropleth shows areas. Bubble map shows people. Also, Mercator projection =/

Corruption perception index



But sometimes bubble map also has problems (3 largest cities very close)



Higher death rate in LP than GP. LP to blame?



Let’s look at migration: 
all ages



One possible explanation of 
higher mortality in LP: 

elderly black go home to die



Link to this state (press play) CO2 decreased in west. Are we good? 

http://www.gapminder.org/tools/#_state_time_value=1853;&marker_select@_geo=usa&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.066&:-0.093;;&_geo=deu&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.096&:-0.017;;&_geo=gbr&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.046&:-0.046;;&_geo=swe&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.048&:0.036;;;&axis_slash__x_which=time&domainMin:null&domainMax:null&zoomedMin=1800&zoomedMax=2013&scaleType=time;&axis_slash__y_which=co2_slash__emissions_slash__tonnes_slash__per_slash__person&domainMin:null&domainMax:null&zoomedMin:0&zoomedMax:24.1;&size_extent@:0&:0.41;;;;&chart-type=bubbles
http://www.gapminder.org/tools/#_state_time_value=1853;&marker_select@_geo=usa&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.066&:-0.093;;&_geo=deu&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.096&:-0.017;;&_geo=gbr&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.046&:-0.046;;&_geo=swe&trailStartTime=1842&labelOffset@:-0.048&:0.036;;;&axis_slash__x_which=time&domainMin:null&domainMax:null&zoomedMin=1800&zoomedMax=2013&scaleType=time;&axis_slash__y_which=co2_slash__emissions_slash__tonnes_slash__per_slash__person&domainMin:null&domainMax:null&zoomedMin:0&zoomedMax:24.1;&size_extent@:0&:0.41;;;;&chart-type=bubbles


CO2 decreased in west. Are we good? Maybe… Or maybe not. Look we export our 
CO2!



Share the worldview of experts

Storytelling

Stories need to be told by experts in their field. 
They know the facts but more importantly, can put them into context, 

can interpret them correctly and are thus the right people to lead our world views.



We started with Hans, our founder. He is an expert in global health.



http://www.gapminder.org/tools

We do tools for fact based storytelling

http://www.gapminder.org/tools
http://www.gapminder.org/tools


Mountain chart is available online 

http://www.gapminder.org/tools/#_chart-type=mountain
http://www.gapminder.org/tools/#_chart-type=mountain


Available here for now (experimental) 

http://static.gapminderdev.org/vizabi/develop/preview/agepyramid.html#_width:1313&height:748&fullscreen:false&bodyC:null&resp-sect:true&butt-sect:true&info-sect:true&model_state_time_value=2015;&entities/_side_dim:null;&marker_color_scaleType=ordinal;&side_which=/_default&use=constant;;&entities/_allpossibleside_dim:null
http://static.gapminderdev.org/vizabi/develop/preview/agepyramid.html#_width:1313&height:748&fullscreen:false&bodyC:null&resp-sect:true&butt-sect:true&info-sect:true&model_state_time_value=2015;&entities/_side_dim:null;&marker_color_scaleType=ordinal;&side_which=/_default&use=constant;;&entities/_allpossibleside_dim:null


Show trends through animation



When we want to show trends over time, we link animation to time. 
Changes in location, size and colour show the trends. 

People are good at perceiving movement: using location to show change is powerful. 
And there aren’t many things in nature that change size or color, 

so people are not so good at capturing those changes.

But on maps locations are locked!

When not to use maps

When geography is not the center of your story



Stories told in the wild

Storytelling



Refugee crisis: The flow towards Europe 

http://www.lucify.com/the-flow-towards-europe/
http://www.lucify.com/the-flow-towards-europe/


But the previous map is missing an important fact! Most refugees are not in Europe!
Watch: Hans Rosling i Globen om flyktingkrisen - Hela Sverige Skramlar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHEsjQEsVyk


This isn’t ours but still a nice example
Moscow marathon snake 

http://moscowmarathon.org/en/moscowmarathon/participants/race-results/visualization/
http://moscowmarathon.org/en/moscowmarathon/participants/race-results/visualization/


This isn’t ours but still a nice example
http://mbtaviz.github.io/ 

http://mbtaviz.github.io/
http://mbtaviz.github.io/


Gapminder helps others tell their story

Storytelling

Stories need to be told by experts in their field. 
They know the facts but more importantly, can put them into context, 

can interpret them correctly and are thus the right people to lead our world views.



Pali Lehohla, statistician general of South Africa
A local expert who knows the stories









The story of education in South Africa: how significant is that blacks have less higher education? 
These are percentages.



Very significant!
These are the absolute numbers.



Marcel Moritz, ledare för hållbarhetsteamet i Huddinge kommun berättar om Södertörnsanalysen, ett verktyg som gör 
det enklare att belysa skillnader, likheter och trender på kommunal och regional nivå. 

https://youtu.be/WXVev6kdrQk?t=27s 

https://youtu.be/WXVev6kdrQk?t=27s
https://youtu.be/WXVev6kdrQk?t=27s


What is your expert world view? 

Tell your story with Gapminder

To influence decision makers you need the right tools to communicate your worldview to them 
effectively. Use our tools and rules of thumb to convince them with your story.



gapminder.org/tools-offline 

https://www.gapminder.org/tools-offline/
https://www.gapminder.org/tools-offline/


gapminder.org/tools-offline 

https://www.gapminder.org/tools-offline/
https://www.gapminder.org/tools-offline/


@gapminder

jasper@gapminder.org
angie@gapminder.org

.org

Use our expertise for custom datavis!


